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Photocatalysts which are stable to photocorrosion and noble
metal-free, are highly desirable to achieve a light-driven hydro-
gen production which satisfies the criteria of low production
cost and environmental sustainability. Herein, a new hetero-
structure TiO2/BP/CoP has been developed, in which the BP
nanosheets interact strongly with TiO2 and CoP, speeding up
the transfer of photogenerated electrons and thus increasing H2

production. Once BP is added to TiO2 (P25) as only 1%wt., the
H2 evolution rate increases up to 4 times reaching a value of

830 μmol/g ·h under UV-Vis light irradiation. By integrating CoP
nanoparticles as a cocatalyst up to 2%wt., H2 production is
further promoted to 7400 μmol/g ·h, 37 times higher than
pristine TiO2. Photoluminescence and electrochemical impe-
dance measurements show that this heterostructure achieves a
much more efficient charge separation and reduction of the
internal resistance in comparison to pristine TiO2. Combining
these data with UV-Vis diffuse reflectance and Mott-Schottky, a
plausible mechanism was proposed.

Introduction

One of the main challenges of our society is the development
and use of clean energy that circumvents the exploitation of
traditional fossil fuels. On this scenario, H2 is one of the cleanest
and most promising energy vector having high-energy capacity
of 143 MJkg� 1, which is much higher than common fossil fuels,
and has also emission-free feature.[1] However, the large amount
of H2 required by the chemical industry is produced nowadays
mainly by steam reforming of hydrocarbons[2] where unfortu-
nately a substantial amount of CO2 is generated. Renewable
sources are at earlier stage of development, among them an
appealing choice for the production of green H2 is the process
of photocatalytic water splitting using solar energy, being the
latter one of the most promising renewable and clean energy
sources. Other cutting-the-edge processes as CO2 reduction[3]

and waste water remediation[4] aim to use solar power to drive
the chemical reaction, in principle photocatalysis is forecasted
as a powerful technology but before being largely used,
requires the discovery of highly performing photocatalysts able
to transform efficiently the solar into chemical energy.

Following the pioneering study of water splitting over a
TiO2 electrode in 1972,[5] titanium dioxide is largely investigated
as photocatalyst for H2 production, since it is not toxic, relatively
cheap and endowed with excellent stability under photo-
chemical conditions. As drawbacks, TiO2 is a wide band gap
semiconductor (Eg =3.0–3.3 eV), thus works only under UV-light
and presents a relatively fast electron-hole recombination
rate.[6] To overcome these problems, common strategies are
i) building a type-II band alignment heterojunction by coupling
TiO2 with a suitable semiconductor that absorbs in the visible
region,[7,8] ii) usage of a co-catalyst loading.[9] In conjunction
with this and in the frame of a sustainable development, the
goal is also to improve the catalysis by replacing a metal with a
non-metal element, which in principle is more abundant and
less toxic. On this regard, several studies have involved
elemental phosphorus in particular the red allotrope, as semi-
conductor in photocatalytic processes.[10,11] Only recently,
bidimensional black phosphorus (BP) has attracted an increas-
ing attention being a semiconductor with high carrier mobility
(up to 1000 cm2 V� 1 s� 1 at RT) and narrow band gap that can be
modulated and goes from 0.3 eV in the bulk to 2.0 eV in the
monolayer.[12] This means BP can absorb light in the spectral
range from visible to near IR and thus it is highly suitable for
the construction of wide spectral responsive photocatalysts,
additionally it is endowed with a conduction band much more
negative than the redox potential of H+/H2 couple that makes it
a good candidate for solar–driven H2 generation from water.
Since the seminal work of H. Ji’s group[13] in 2017 who
demonstrated that hydroxyl functionalized BP nanosheets can
produce H2 once irradiated by visible light, with an evolution
rate of 512 μmol/g ·h, several efforts have been done to design
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and develop efficient BP-based photocatalysts for hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER).[14,15] For instance, once BP is coupled
with its red allotrope, affords a hetero-phase junction with a
Z-scheme,[13] where the two semiconductors have the same
chemical composition but different crystal lattices which
promote charge separation achieving an H2 production rate of
0.33 mmol/g ·h, without using any sacrificial agent.[16] However,
pristine BP suffers of rapid charge recombination,[12] thus it is
necessary to combine it with a suitable wide band gap
semiconductor. Noteworthy, the beneficial role of BP NS or BP
quantum dots[17] once added in a small amount to photoactive
semiconductors as g-C3N4,

[18,19,20] TiO2.
[21,22] BiVO4,

[23] CdS[24,25,26] or
covalently linked to MoS2

[27] was shown. In the present work, we
have constructed a ternary heterostructure where the main
component is commercial TiO2 (P25), a n-type semiconductor
having a wide band gap (~3.2 eV) which has been integrated
with in-house produced BP. The latter is a p-type semiconductor
thus it is expected the formation of p-n heterojunction between
TiO2 and BP which is beneficial for the charge separation by
forming an inner electrical field between the two
semiconductors.[28] CoP NPs have been added as a co-catalyst
being well known the high catalytic activity of cobalt and cobalt
phosphide[29] in HER, once coupled with BP[30] or with TiO2.

[31]

The advantages of this nanocomposite are manifold, first of all
it shows a remarkable H2 production rate without using noble
metal in comparison to known TiO2/BP hybrids where Pt(0)
photodeposition has been necessarily carried out to promote
the HER,[32,33] see Table S4. Additionally, our photocatalyst can
be easily prepared by sonicating a suspension of the three
components, thus it can be very easily scaled up. After a fine
tuning of the weight percentage of BP and of the co-catalyst
CoP, the best ternary composite resulted TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%),
affording a hydrogen evolution rate of 7.40 mmol/g ·h, which is
respectively 9 and 37 times higher in comparison to TiO2/
BP(1%) and bare TiO2, revealing that a synergistic effect is
operative among the three components.

Results and Discussion

Morphology, structure, and optical properties

The synthetic pathway followed to prepare the ternary nano-
hybrid is shown in Scheme 1. BP nanosheets, see Figure S1,

were fabricated by liquid phase exfoliation using as solvent
dimethylsulfoxide under the action of ultrasounds.[34] CoP was
synthetized in a quartz oven by a slightly modified literature
procedure, and it was chosen as co-catalyst being known as
highly active electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution because it
remarkably decreases the reduction potential of water.[35] Tian
et al.[30] reported that amorphous CoP grown on BP can
enhance the HER better than Pt NPs. As main component of the
ternary nanohybrid TiO2 nanoparticles (commercial P25) were
selected. Measures of Zeta potential showed that TiO2 NPs have
Z=17.9 mV, meanwhile BP NS have Z= � 37.4 mV, meaning the
two semiconductors can be self-assembled via electrostatic
interactions. After adding CoP NPs to the suspension of TiO2

and BP, the ternary composite was prepared by ultrasonication
for six hours.

The crystallinity and phase composition of the resulting
ternary nanocomposite were studied and compared with the
single component using X-ray diffraction (XRD) in the range
2θ=10°–90°. Figure 1 shows the patterns of BP, CoP, TiO2/BP/
CoP and of TiO2 as a reference. The diffraction peaks of the
tetragonal anatase phase (Ti4O8) corresponding to TiO2 ap-
peared at 2θ=25.3° (011), 37.7° (004), 48.0° (020), 62.7° (024),
and 75.0° (125).[36] The diffraction peaks of rutile (Ti2O4) are
much less intense (being around 20 wt%) were observed at
2θ=27.4° (110), 36.1° (011), 41.2° (111), 44.1° (120), 54.3° (121),
69.0° (031), and 69.8° (112)[37] in agreement with literature.[38]

The pattern of pristine BP showed five characteristic diffraction
peaks at 17.2°, 26.9°, 34.7°, 36.7° and 52.5° which correspond to
the planes (020), (021), (040), (111) and (060) indexed as highly
crystalline BP.[39] The diffraction peaks found at 32.0°, 35.3°,
36.7°, 46.2°, 48.4°, 52.3°, 56.4°, and 56.8° correspond to the
crystal planes (002), (200), (102), (112), (202), (103), (212) and
(301) of pure orthorhombic CoP phase.[40] For the ternary TiO2/
BP/CoP nanocomposite, the peaks corresponding to TiO2 were
observed while being BP only 1%wt, the relative peaks appear
with very low intensity. Similarly, being CoP NPs in a very low
concentration and due to their broad signals, the corresponding
peaks could not be observed.

Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the TiO2 and
BP vibrational modes upon the formation of the composites.
The incident power for the Raman experiments was set as low
as 0.7 mW in order not to induce any optothermal degradation
of the material and it was high enough to collect spectra with a
suitable signal-to-noise ratio.[41] Figure 2 shows Raman spectra

Scheme 1. Fabrication procedure of the ternary composite TiO2/BP/CoP.
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of TiO2, BP, TiO2/BP(1%) and TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%). In pure TiO2,
two characteristic Raman active modes with symmetries E1g and
B1g were observed at 141 cm� 1 and 394 cm� 1 that were
associated to anatase: the strongest peak located at 141 cm� 1

correlates to the E1g mode of O� Ti� O bond vibrations, while the
peak at ν=394 cm� 1 can be attributed to the B1g phonon mode
of O� Ti� O anti-symmetric bending vibrations.[42,43] For pure BP,
three Raman modes were identified at 360 cm� 1, 436 cm� 1, and
464 cm� 1 corresponding to the out-of-plane Ag

1 and in-plane
B2g, and Ag

2 phonon modes of orthorhombic BP.[44,45] The binary
and ternary composites exhibited the characteristic Raman
peaks of TiO2 and BP described above, with no significant
variation in the peak position. However, a variation in the

intensity ratio of Ag
1 peak versus Ag

2 peak IA1g/IA2g was observed
in both binary and ternary composites with respect to pure BP.
The IA1g/IA2g value typically marks the oxidation degree of the BP
nanosheets as a value of >0.2 indicates low oxidation levels.[46]

We calculated IA1g/IA2g value in pristine BP, TiO2/BP(1%) and
TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%) composite and resulted equal to 0.8, 1.2
and 1.5 respectively (see Table S1), suggesting a lower oxidation
level of BP in the composites respect to pristine BP, since TiO2

and CoP NPs cover the surface of the nanosheets and thus
prevent a direct contact with air and moisture. Moreover, it is
known that for 2D nanocrystals the intensity change of Raman
mode is commonly related to an electron transfer behavior.[47]

In our case, the increasing intensity of IA1g/IA2g ratio can be
related to the interaction of P atoms lone pairs with O atoms of
TiO2 and Co atoms. These interactions may cause a variation of
inter-plane Raman vibrations of BP in the composites and thus
highlight the formation of stacking interactions in a multi-
component heterostructure.[47,48]

TEM inspection shows BP flakes decorated by TiO2 NPs
having average size between 10 and 20 nm and CoP NPs, see
Figure 3a. The HAADF and EDX data (Figure 3b–c) show that
phosphorene, anatase and CoP are assembled together forming
an heterostructure. To further confirm the presence of all the
three components, the HRTEM images were recorded on the
portion that, according to HAADF and EDX data contain the
required component. The analysis of a titania containing region
showed the presence of the 0.35 nm lattice fringe that is
ascribed to the (101) planes of anatase (Figure 3d).[49] The
HRTEM analysis of the phosphorene containing region (Fig-
ure 3e) showed the occurrence of the (112) lattice fringe
characteristic of phosphorene at 0.18 nm. This spacing is in
good agreement with what previously observed in the
literature.[50] The presence of CoP NPs was confirmed by the
occurrence of the CoP (111) lattices lines at 0.25 nm, see
Figure 3f.[51]

XPS measurements were carried out to obtain information
on the chemical state of the elements in the binary and ternary
nanocomposite. Figure 4 shows the binding energy of Ti 2p3/2

and Ti 2p1/2 in TiO2 which is located at 458.1 eV and 463.8 eV
respectively, and this is consistent with Ti4+ in the TiO2 lattice.[52]

After forming the p-n junction with BP NS, these two peaks
exhibited shifts to higher binding energies going to 458.4 eV
and 464.2 eV respectively, that means an increase of 0.3 and
0.4 eV respect to pure TiO2. The increase in binding energy
corresponds to a decrease of electron concentration in titanium,
indicating the presence of a strong interaction likely due to
Ti� O� P bond formation. Going to the ternary TiO2/BP(1%)/
CoP(2%) nanocomposite the increase in binding energy is
slightly higher respect to TiO2, see Figure 4, being B.E.=
458.5 eV for Ti 2p3/2 and B.E.=464.3 eV for Ti 2p1/2.

In the core-level O1s XPS spectrum, the main peak shifts as
well to higher binding energy, passing from B.E.=529.4 eV in
bare TiO2 to B.E.=529.8 eV in TiO2/BP/CoP as shown in
Figure S2. The minor peak at B.E.=532.0 eV in pure TiO2 can be
ascribed to � OH functional group on the surface of TiO2.

[32] The
XPS core-level P 2p spectra are summarized in Figure 5, where
it is shown for BP a deconvolution in two peaks at B.E.=129.5

Figure 1. Powder X-ray diffraction of the single components TiO2, BP, CoP
and of the ternary composite TiO2/BP/CoP. The minor component (20%) of
TiO2 is rutile and its peaks are shown in blue in the bottom track.

Figure 2. Raman Spectra of TiO2, BP, TiO2/BP(1%) and TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%)
drop-casted on Si wafer. The asterisk indicates the peak of the silicon wafer
used as a substrate for the deposition of the samples.
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and 130.4 eV, assigned respectively to P 2p3/2 and P 2p1/2 which
characterize elemental phosphorus.[53] In the case of CoP, see
Figure 5a, we have similarly a deconvolution in two peaks at
129.2 and 130.1 eV, slightly shifted to minor binding energy in
comparison to elemental P due to their phosphide nature,[54]

additionally two peaks are observed at 133.7 and 134.6 eV, due
to inevitably superficial oxidation. In the ternary composite, we
find the doublet assigned to P� P bonds at B.E.=129.3 eV and
B.E.=130.1 eV, arising from the presence of BP and CoP in the
composite; the main peak at B.E.=133.5 eV characteristic of
P� O bonds, see Figure 5c, can be attributed to the formation of
Ti� O� P bonds in agreement with what observed above for Ti
and due as well to superficial oxidation of BP that gives oxides
of general formula PxOy

[55] and to the eventual oxidation of
CoP.[56] The XPS core level Co 2p spectrum (Figure S3) for CoP
presents a peak at 778.4 eV, slightly shifted to higher binding
energy respect to metallic Co,[56] while a second peak at
782.0 eV suggests the presence of Co� O bonds deriving from a
mere superficial oxidation.[57] In the ternary composite, we could
not find any signal due to cobalt owing to its very low amount
(2 wt%).

Photocatalytic H2 production activity

The light-driven hydrogen production of the synthetized
heterostructures was examined under UV-Vis irradiation using
methanol as sacrificial hole scavenger in aqueous solution. Pure
TiO2 exhibited the lowest H2 production, 200 μmol/g ·h as
shown in Figure 6a. Thus, we loaded TiO2 with a varying
amount of BP in the range 0.5–2.0 wt.% and the maximum
hydrogen evolution rate of 830 μmol/g ·h (with an estimated

Figure 3. a) Bright field TEM image and b) HAADF image of TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%), c) the corresponding EDX map of the P, Ti and Co X-ray K-emissions;
d) HRTEM of the region with anatase; e) HRTEM of the region with phosphorene; f) HRTEM of the region with cobalt phosphide.

Figure 4. Core level Ti 2p XPS spectra of TiO2, TiO2/BP(1%), TiO2/CoP(2%)
and TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%).
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error of �9 μmol/g ·h) was observed for BP equal to 1%wt,
resulting 4 times higher than pure TiO2, see Figure 6a. When the
amount of BP is increased to 2%wt, the photocatalytic activity

decreases, which is likely due to a shielding effect being the
surface of TiO2 covered by a larger amount of BP.[28] On the
opposite, once the BP loading diminished to 0.5 wt%, the

Figure 5. XPS P 2p core level spectra of a) CoP, b) pristine BP, and c) TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%).

Figure 6. Photocatalytic H2 production during five hours of (a) pure TiO2 and binary composites TiO2/BP, TiO2/CoP and of (b) ternary composites and physical
mixture (PM) of the three components. Legend: P=TiO2 (P25), B=BP, C=CoP, the numbers represent the weight % of each component.
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formed heterojunction with TiO2 is correspondingly reduced,
resulting in a decreased activity. The heterojunction TiO2/BP has
been studied recently[17] though using BP quantum dots instead
of nanosheets, and an hydrogen production of 112 μmol/g ·h
was afforded that reached a value of 286 μmol/g ·h after adding
1 wt.% of Pt NPs. Noteworthy, in our case once CoP nano-
particles were loaded on TiO2/BP, the H2-production of the
ternary TiO2/BP/CoP heterostructure was remarkably increased,
and it was found out that the best combination is for a loading
of 1 wt.% BP and 2 wt.% CoP as shown in Figure 6b. The ternary
composite TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%) exhibits the highest photo-
catalytic H2-production rate of 7400 μmol/g ·h (with an esti-
mated error of �65 μmol/g ·h) which is respectively 9 and
37 times higher in comparison to TiO2/BP(1%) and bare TiO2.

A further test was carried out, by using as catalyst a physical
mixture TiO2 +BP+CoP (PM) in the same proportion as the
best performing ternary PB1 C2, which gave a hydrogen
production rate of 3.0 mmol/g ·h, that is 2.5 times lower than
the ternary obtained by ultrasonication, as shown in Figure 6b.
This confirmed the presence of a chemical interaction Ti� O� P
as outlined by XPS, that provides at atomic level a charge
transfer channel which enhances the electron transfer from BP
to TiO2 and consequently to CoP. The influence of different hole
scavengers as methanol, triethanolamine, lactic acid and
glycerol was tested in the reaction rate. Methanol resulted the

best one, affording the highest hydrogen evolution rate of
7.4 mmol/g ·h, see Figure S5.

Finally, the cycle stability of the ternary TiO2/BP/CoP was
tested and resulted robust and highly reproducible after three
reaction cycles as shown in Figure S6. The solid catalyst was
recovered at the end of the cycling tests and it was analyzed by
PXRD which confirmed that the structural integrity was
maintained unaltered, see Figure S7. The morphology of the
photocatalyst was checked by SEM imaging coupled with EDX
elemental analysis and as shown in Figure S8, the heterostruc-
ture based on BP nanosheets covered by TiO2 and CoP NPs was
preserved, demonstrating such integration of BP effectively
improves its stability even under long-term irradiation in water.

Electrochemical properties and charge transfer dynamics

To unravel the origin of the remarkable hydrogen evolution
rate and photo-stability of the TiO2/BP/CoP nanostructures, the
light harvesting capacity, photo charge carriers separation and
migration were exhaustively characterized by UV–Vis diffusion
reflectance spectrometry (DSR), photoluminescence (PL) and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Firstly, the light
harvesting capability of BP, TiO2, and TiO2/BP nanostructures
were measured by DSR, see Figure 7a. BP nanosheets show a

Figure 7. a) UV-Vis DRS of the prepared samples with the reference TiO2, b) Tauc plots of TiO2, TiO2/BP(1%) and TiO2/BP(1%)CoP(2%); c) Tauc plot of BP.
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very wide absorption ranging from UV to NIR region, while the
absorption region of pure TiO2 is the ultraviolet region
(λ<360 nm). After loading TiO2 with 1%wt of BP, it can be
observed a red shift of the spectrum that confirms a strong
interfacial interaction between TiO2 and BP as already observed
by XPS. The optical band gap energies (Eg) were estimated by
Kubelka-Munk function according to the formula
αhν=A(hν� Eg)

n/2 where α is the absorption coefficient, hν is the
incident photon energy, A is a constant and the n value is
determined by the type of optical transition of the semi-
conductor. Being TiO2 an indirect semiconductor,[58] than it is
taken n=1/2 for TiO2-based nanocomposites, meanwhile BP is
known as a direct semiconductor[59] thus n=2. The correspond-
ing Tauc plots are shown in Figure 7b and 7c where extrapolat-
ing the linear region of the Kubelka-Munk function to the
photon energy, it is obtained the value of Eg. It is observed a
reduction of the bandgap passing from pure TiO2 (Eg =3.3 eV)
to the binary TiO2/BP (Eg =3.1 eV), that ensures an increased
light absorption in the visible region and accelerates the
electron transfer, being lower the energy gap from the valence
to the conduction band.

To calculate the conduction band (CB) and valence band
(VB) energy levels of BP NS, TiO2 and the ternary composite,
electrochemical impedance measurements were carried out
and the corresponding Mott-Schottky plots are shown in
Figure 8. From the extrapolation of the linear region of the
Mott-Schottky plot to the x-axis, the flat-band potential Vfb is
obtained and correcting for the standard potential of the Ag/
AgCl electrode, Vfb of pristine BP, TiO2, TiO2/BP and ternary
hybrid was calculated to be � 0.25, � 0.08, � 0.20 and � 0.54 vs.
NHE (normal hydrogen electrode), respectively. The flat-band
potential can be approximate as quasi Fermi level and lies 0.1 V
lower the conduction band minimum (CBM).[60] Thus, the ECB

was estimated to be � 0.35 V for BP, � 0.18 V for TiO2, � 0.30 V
for TiO2/BP and � 0.64 V for the ternary hybrid (Figure 8).

The progressive negative shift of the flat band potential
going from pure TiO2 to TiO2/BP and finally to the ternary
hybrid, implies that the latter has the largest carried density ND,
as it can be calculated from the slope of the linear portion of
the Mott-Schottky graph using equation 1:

1
C2 ¼

2
e: e0: e0: A2 : ND

E � EFB �
kT
e0

� �

(1)

Intriguingly, for the ternary composite the calculated value
for ND was 9.64×1020 cm� 3 meanwhile for pure TiO2 was
ND =6.83×1020 cm� 3, revealing an increase of 29% of carrier
density ND upon functionalization with BP and CoP, see
Table S3. As a consequence, the conductivity of the photo-
catalyst is increased and is promoted the separation of the
charge carriers at the heterojunction interface. The energy
position of the valence-band could then be calculated accord-
ing to the equation: EVB =ECB +Eg where Eg is the band gap of
the semiconductor. From these experimental magnitudes and
taking into account that TiO2 is n- and BP is p-type semi-
conductor, a type II p-n heterojunction is expected at the
interface between TiO2 and BP and consequently a photo-
catalytic reaction mechanism could be derived as shown in
Figure 9.

BP has a more negative CB (ECB = � 0.33 V) in comparison to
TiO2 (ECB = � 0.18 V) which allows the transfer of photogener-
ated electrons from BP to the CB of TiO2. CoP NPs work as co-
catalyst and acceptor of electrons and offer reactive sites for
proton reduction. The Fermi level[31] EF of CoP is equal to
+0.173 eV respect to NHE, as shown in Figure 9. This kind of p-
n heterojunction has proven to be a successful strategy since
can promote an effective spatial separation of the photo-
induced electrons and holes and as a result, they have a longer
lifetime and a lower recombination rate.[9,52,61] To confirm the
charge separation and transfer behavior of photogenerated
carriers, photoluminescence spectra (PL) and electrochemical

Figure 8. Mott-Schottky plots of pure TiO2, TiO2/BP(1%) and TiO2/BP(1%)/
CoP(2%). Dashed lines show an approximate linear fit used to estimate the
Vfb.

Figure 9. Band energy level diagram and the proposed photocatalytic
reaction mechanism over TiO2/BP/CoP under UV-Vis irradiation. EF stands for
Fermi level.
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impedance (EIS) measurements were performed on the single
components and in the binary and ternary derivatives, see
Figure 10, 11 and S8. At λ=325nm of photoexcitation, all
samples show a PL emission band centered around λ=410nm,
which is originated from their band edge emission upon light
excitation. As shown in Figure 10, pure TiO2 exhibits the most
intense emission peak, which is characteristic of the radiative
recombination of its charge carriers, remarkably the highest
quenched emission intensity is found for the ternary TiO2/
BP(1%)/CoP(2%) when compared with the binary TiO2/BP and
TiO2/CoP, confirming that an efficient charge separation is
achieved once BP and CoP are both loaded on TiO2.

The interface charge mobility of TiO2, BP, TiO2/BP, TiO2/CoP
and TiO2/BP/CoP nanocomposites was evaluated by EIS, where

a small arc radius stands for an enhanced charge transfer
efficiency inside the material. Noteworthy, the smallest arc
radius was observed for the three-component photocatalyst
TiO2/BP/CoP in comparison to TiO2, BP, TiO2/BP(1%) and TiO2/
CoP(2%), see Figure 11, showing that the heterostructure
resulting from the integration of BP nanoflakes with CoP NPs
and TiO2, effectively promotes the charge carrier separation and
the interfacial charge transfer rate.[62]

Doing a comparison among ternary composites TiO2/BP-
(1%)/CoP(y) which differ for CoP wt% content (y=1.0, 2.0,
3.0%), it emerges a great improvement in charge transfer
passing from y=1.0 to 2.0, which does not improve further for
y=3.0%, as shown in Figure S9.

Finally, comparing our best performing nanocomposite
TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%) with known analogous TiO2-BP catalysts,
see Table S4, it emerges our ternary composite as the best
photocatalyst in terms of H2 production (mmol/g ·h) which
rivals with analogous TiO2/BP systems where 3 wt% Pt has been
replaced by 2 wt% CoP.

Conclusions

In this work, we have fabricated a ternary TiO2/BP/CoP
heterostructure by an easy and reproducible synthesis carried
out by ultrasonication, thus it can be easily tuned the quantity
of each components and scaled up. The large lateral size of BP
nanosheets assures a wide interfacial contact area and behaves
as a bidimensional nanoplatform where the small-sized TiO2

and CoP NPs can be accommodated. It was shown that addition
of a very low amount of BP(1%) and CoP(2%) to TiO2, achieves
the most efficient charge separation and the least internal
resistance, thus speeding up the hydrogen evolution rate and
reaching an excellent hydrogen production activity of
7.4 mmol/g ·h, which is 37 times superior than pristine TiO2.
From the mechanistic point of view, it was proposed a
mechanism where the photogenerated electrons migrate from
the CB of BP to the CB of TiO2 and finally to the CoP active sites
where the proton reduction takes place. In summary, the
enhanced performance can be correlated not only to the
suitable band edge position but also to the synergy among the
three components arising from an enhanced charge transfer as
evidenced by XPS, Raman and Mott-Schottky measurements,
where the carrier density ND is greatly promoted once BP and
CoP are loaded on TiO2. Noteworthy, the ternary TiO2/BP/CoP
heterostructure provides a new class of photocatalysts stable in
the recycling and opens the way to develop noble metal-free
heterostructures for solar conversion and hydrogen production.

Experimental Section

Reagents

Red phosphorus (ultrahigh grade, purity �99.99%), Sn (purity
�99.99%), SnI4 (99.8%), cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (purity �98%),
urea (purity �99%) and sodium hypophosphite (purity �99%)

Figure 10. Photoluminescence spectra of TiO2, TiO2/BP(1%), TiO2/CoP(2%)
and TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(2%).

Figure 11. Nyquist plots measured under a bias potential of 0.3 V (vs. Ag/
AgCl) in a 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution. The symbols correspond to the measured
data and the lines represent the fitting results.
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were purchased from Merck. Titanium dioxide (P25, purity �99.5%)
was received from Evonik. All chemicals were used as received.

Preparation of BP nanosheets

First, bulk black phosphorus microcrystals were synthesized accord-
ing to a published procedure.[63]

Afterwards, few-layer black phosphorus nanosheets were obtained
by liquid phase exfoliation of black phosphorus crystals in dimeth-
ylsulfoxide under the action of ultrasounds as previously described
by some of us.[34]

Preparation of CoP nanoparticles

The procedure is a slight modification of the published protocol.[31]

Co(NO3)2 · 6H2O (292.0 mg, 1.00 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL of
distilled and degassed H2O. Afterwards, a urea solution was added
(600.1 mg, 1.00 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL of distilled and degassed
H2O and a pink solution was obtained. The latter was stirred for
30 minutes and transferred inside a Teflon-lined autoclave. The
autoclave was then heated to110 °C in an oven for 24 hours. After
this time the autoclave was left to cool down to RT, then it was
opened and the pink powder of Co(OH)2 was isolated by
centrifugation. Three washing/centrifugation cycles were carried
out using degassed ethanol, then the solid was dried under vacuum
overnight. Powder Co(OH)2 (25.0 mg, 0.270 mmol) and
NaH2PO2 ·H2O (250.0 mg, 2.38 mmol) were mixed and grinded
together until uniform. Then the sample was annealed at 300 °C for
2 h in a nitrogen flow at a ramp rate of 5 °Cmin� 1. Finally, the
obtained black solid was collected and washed/centrifuged three
times with deionized water and ethanol and dried at vacuum oven.
Yield: 85%.

Preparation of TiO2-BP binary composites

TiO2 (99.0 mg, 1.24 mmol) and exfoliated black phosphorus (1.0 mg,
0.032 mmol) were dispersed in 80 mL of degassed 2-propanol by
stirring. The resulting suspension was ultra-sonicated (170 W,
35 KHz) for 3 hours, afterwards the gray powder TiO2/BP was
isolated by centrifugation. Two washing/centrifugation cycles were
carried out using degassed ethanol, then the solid was dried under
vacuum overnight. For comparison, a series of TiO2/BP(x) were
obtained, where x represents the weight percentages of BP in the
various composites, x=0.5, 1.0, 2.0 wt% respectively.

Preparation of TiO2-CoP binary composites

TiO2 (98.0 mg, 1.23 mmol), and CoP (2.0 mg, 0.022 mmol) were
dispersed in 80 mL of degassed 2-propanol. The dispersion was
ultra-sonicated (170 W, 35 KHz) for 6 hours keeping the temper-
ature of the sonication bath fixed at T=20 °C. Afterwards the light
gray powder was isolated by centrifugation. Two washing/
centrifugation cycles were carried out using degassed ethanol, then
the solid was dried under vacuum overnight. A series of TiO2/CoP(y)
composites were obtained, where y=1.0, 2.0% represent the
weight percentages of CoP in the composites.

Preparation of TiO2-BP-CoP ternary composites

TiO2 (97.0 mg, 1.21 mmol), exfoliated black phosphorus (BP, 1.0 mg,
0.032 mmol) and CoP (2.0 mg, 0.022 mmol) were dispersed in
80 mL of degassed 2-propanol. The dispersion was ultra-sonicated
(170 W, 35 KHz) for 6 hours keeping the temperature of the

sonication bath fixed at T=20 °C. Afterwards the gray powder of
the ternary composite TiO2/BP/CoP was isolated by centrifugation.
Two washing/centrifugation cycles were carried out using degassed
ethanol, then the solid was dried under vacuum overnight. A series
of TiO2/BP(x)/CoP(y) composites were obtained, where x and y
represent the weight percentages of BP and CoP in the various
composites, x=0.5, 1.0% and y=1.0, 2.0, 3.0% respectively. The
wt% composition was also confirmed by ICP analysis, see Table S2.

Preparation of TiO2-BP-CoP physical mixture (PM)

TiO2 (48.5 mg, 0.60 mmol), exfoliated black phosphorus (BP, 0.5 mg,
0.016 mmol, 1 wt%) and CoP NPs (1.0 mg, 0.011 mmol, 2 wt%)
were individually dispersed in 4 mL of degassed 2-propanol. The
three dispersions were ultra-sonicated (170 W, 35 KHz) for 30 mi-
nutes keeping the temperature of the sonication bath fixed at T=

20 °C. Afterwards they were mixed together and the resulting
ternary TiO2-BP-CoP mixture was isolated by centrifugation. Two
washing/centrifugation cycles were carried out using degassed
ethanol, then the solid was dried under vacuum overnight.

Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD). Data were collected on the powder
samples with a Panalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer (The Nether-
lands), operating in Bragg-Brentano parafocusing geometry with a
Cu target and Kα radiation (λ=1.5418) at 40 kV beam voltage and
40 mA current. The data were collected in the 5°–90° 2θ range, with
steps of 0.01° and counting time of 130 s.

TEM microscopy. Transmission Electron Microscopy studies were
carried out at Ce.ME CNR (Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) using a Philips
CM12 electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of
80 kV. Few drops of each sample were suspended in methanol and
placed on the TEM copper/carbon grid, dried under a stream of
nitrogen, and measured.

SEM microscopy. Scanning Electron Microscopy experiments were
carried out at Ce.ME CNR (Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) using a Dual Beam
FIB/SEM (TESCAN GAIA3, Czeck Republic) ultrahigh resolution field
emission microscope at 5 KeV voltage and prepared as described
above for TEM analysis.

High-resolution TEM microscopy. HRTEM images were acquired
using a ThermoFisher Talos F200X G2 at an accelerating voltage of
200 kV and a camera resolution of 4096×4096 pixels without a lens
aperture. High Angle Annular Dark Field images were acquired with
an annular STEM detector using a convergent beam with an angle
of 10.5 mrad. EDX maps were taken with a Super X spectrometer
equipped with four 30 mm2 silicon drift detectors for a collection
angle of 0.7 srad.

XPS. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed at the Chemistry Department, University of Florence
(Italy) in an ultra-high vacuum (10� 9 mbar) system equipped with a
VSW HAC 5000 hemispherical electron energy analyzer and a non-
monochromatized Mg� Kα X-ray source (1253.6 eV). The source
power used was 100 W (10 kV×10 mA) and the spectra were
acquired in the constant-pass-energy mode at Epas =44 eV. The
overall energy resolution was 1.2 eV as a full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) for the Ag 3d5/2 line of a pure silver reference.
The recorded spectra were fitted using XPS Peak 4.1 software
employing Gauss-Lorentz curves after subtraction of a Shirley-type
background. The samples were dropcasted from a suspension in
methanol, dried under a stream of nitrogen and introduced in the
UHV system via a load lock under inert gas (N2) flux, in order to
minimize the exposure to air contaminants and kept in the
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introduction chamber for at least 12 hours before the measure-
ments.

UV-Vis DRS. The UV-Vis absorption and diffuse reflectance spectra
were measured on the solid samples with a Shimadzu UV-2600
spectrometer using an integrating sphere with BaSO4 as a reference
material. By using the Kubelka-Munk equation, Tauc plots were
obtained and the optical band-gap energy of the samples was
extrapolated.

Raman. Raman characterization of the samples was performed at
room temperature in a backscattering configuration using a
LabRam HR 800EVO Raman spectrometer (Horiba France SAS)
equipped with an Olympus BXFM microscope (objective X100, NA
0.9), TE cooled CCD detector (Syncerity OE), 633 nm HeNe laser and
600 grooves/mm diffraction grating. The spectral resolution was
0.9–1.8 cm� 1. The sample was drop-casted on silicon wafers as the
substrate then it was dried in nitrogen atmosphere. The laser power
at the sample was 0.7 mW and the acquisition time was 1 s. Ten to
twenty spectra were registered for each sample at different
locations to verify sample homogeneity and the absence of
photoinduced phenomena. The reference spectrum of Si was
measured contextually in each sample. Raman spectra were
corrected for the baseline and Raman peak analysis was performed
through the Lorentzian fitting function to calculate position,
intensity and area of the characteristic peaks.

Photocatalytic H2 production

The photocatalytic hydrogen evolution experiments were per-
formed in a 30 mL cylindrical quartz reactor at ambient temper-
ature (T=25 °C). 1.8 mg of catalyst was ultrasonically dispersed in
5 mL of degassed MilliQ water solution containing the desired
amount of methanol (VH2O: VMeOH =4) and the reactor was closed
with a rubber cap equipped with a silicone septum. A 300 Watt
Xenon arc lamp (mKs-Newport, USA) equipped with a band cut-off
filter (λ�780 nm) was used as the light source. The stirring was
started when the light was irradiated on the sample. The measure-
ments were carried out irradiating in the UV-Vis region at a light
intensity of 1.4 sun (140 mW/cm2) which was calibrated using a Si
reference cell. Before irradiation, nitrogen gas was bubbled for
30 min to remove the air inside. The evolved hydrogen gas was
sampled every hour and determined using an off-line gas
chromatograph (Shimadzu GC-2010, Japan) equipped with thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) and a 5 Å molecular sieve column.

Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical measurements including electrochemical impe-
dance spectra (EIS) and specific capacitance performances (cyclic
voltammetry, CV) were carried out in a standard three electrode cell
on an electrochemical workstation (PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat).
The EIS (perturbation voltage 20 mV, frequency 110 KHz–100 mHz)
and CV were measured using an Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference
electrode, a platinum plate as the counter electrode and 0.5 M
Na2SO4 aqueous solution as the electrolyte. To prepare the working
electrode, the as-synthesized BP, TiO2/BP and TiO2/BP/CoP nano-
composites were first dispersed in MeOH (1.0 mL). The dispersion
containing the catalyst (3.0 mg/mL) was deposited by drop-coating
on a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) conductive glass substrate
(2.0 cm2) and was dried under a stream of nitrogen before
measurements. Mott-Schottky (M-S) curves were measured under
an arc amplitude of 10 mV and frequency of 1 kHz.

Photoluminescence

PL measurements were registered using a Jasco spectrofluorometer
model FP-8300. The powder samples TiO2, TiO2/BP(1%), TiO2/
CoP(2%) and TiO2/BP(1%)/CoP(y%) were analyzed by irradiating at
a wavelength close to the maximum absorption in the correspond-
ing UV-Vis spectrum, i. e. λ=325 nm.

Supporting Information
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Information.[64–69]
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